LED Bulb Series

VT-1819

HIGHLIGHTS:

- Item No: VT-1819
- SKU Code: 4124
- Watts: 4
- EQ Watts: 30
- Base / holder: E14
- Voltage: 220-240V, 50Hz
- Lumen (lm): 320
- Color Temperature: 6000K
- Beam Angle: 180
- Commercial type: P45
- PF: >0.4
- LED Chip Type: SMD
- CRI: >80
- Energy rating label: A+
- Certification: CE, EMC, ROHS
- IP Rating Protection Class: IP20
- Body type: PLASTIC
- Dimmable: No
- Life Time: >20000 Hours
- Operation Temperature: -25 ~ 50°C
- EAN code: 3800230621016
- Unit size: D: 45x78mm
- Packing details: 50
- Unit cbm: 0.000208

PRODUCT FEATURES

- Lasts 20 times longer than Standard Bulbs
- Uses 80% less energy than Standard Bulbs
- Aluminium & Thermoplastic Body options available
- Non – Flickering
- Widely used in Residential Lighting.
- LED Bulbs are the best replacement for conventional Incandescent or Fluorescent Bulbs
- Smart choice for the conventional look
- Looks are deceptive in this case
- LED innovation made to look like a traditional bulb